Belles rives 2021, the heart of the French Riviera
Opening on June, 4th 2021
•
«The Belles Rives Hotel belongs to the collective memory. Special Witness of the Cap
d’Antibes golden era, the hotel has never stopped reinventing itself promoting simplicity,
sophistication, and emotions in every detail. It embodies a dream horizon on the sea, a
spotless universe as well as an audacious avant-garde touch.»
Marianne Estène Chauvin, Président

Goals 2021

Proffering a new season thanks to exclusive and eclectic activities with not-to-be-missed animations such
as a Belles Rives sunbath, a waterfront lunch along the Mediterranean Sea, a sunset at the Fitzgerald’s
bar, and a privileged moment at the Valmont beauty corner. Our click & collect menu remains available
for those who want to have a piece of Belles Rives at home.

Saturday 29th and Sunday 30th

The Belles Rives spirit characterizes a unique auction with products directly coming from “The
Passagère” wine cellar as well as prestigious tableware memories. Amongst the Belles Rives bottles, the
best property year is to be found with a name evocating fantasy. The very well preserved bottles have
never been anywhere else than the Belles Rives wine cellar. Thus, it represents a unique milestone for
collectors and admirers to get some rare pearl stamped by Belles Rives. Due to their generation history
within the symbolic Art Deco family as well as the constant revival of the French Riviera, the bottles
are deeply coveted. In addition, appealing pieces from the Juana Hotel will be added to this auction.
The Juana Hotel, a five star, is a gorgeous property from the 30s. Historically, the Juana Hotel is the
first French hotel boasting two Michelin stars in 1984 with Alain Ducasse at the prestigious restaurant
“La Terrasse”. Located at the heart of the Pinède, an iconic place hosting the international Jazz festival
every year, the Juana hotel is the place to be for talented and international pioneer musicians as well as
Jazz lovers listening to concerts until the dawn… The intimist character of both properties highlights the
special interest of the offered pieces.

Wednesday, the 9th of June

The Passagère bookings are finally opened! The eagerness and the obviousness of rediscovering one of
the most attractive Table of the French Riviera are heightened. Aurélien Véquaud, the executive Chef,
rekindles traditional and local savoir faire such as the chèvrevrie, champignonnière, etc. The products’
authenticity adds sensitivity to the new menus made up of a generous, gracious, and awarded cuisine.
The fully redesigned terrace will host a limited amount of guests this summertime.

Friday, the 11th of June

The literature devotee will gather on the Belles Rives terrace for the revelation of the winner of the
10th Fitzgerald Price edition. It represents a key date for this literature event, known as the point of
reference of the literary prices excluding the Parisian ones. The judging panel is delighted to retrieve
their audience for a privileged evening.

End of July

The comeback of the Villa Belles Rives parties! Dancing on the beach while gazing at the stars, the Villa
Belles Rives parties embody a genuine and thrilling Art de Vivre to share with friends during summer.

Tops

You are excentric, full of love, yoga lover in the morning, wake-board enthusiast, wine amateur, curious
and passionate about meeting fascinating personalities, etc…? An exclusive activities selection will
cater to every guest’s wishes. To name a few Belles Rives 2021 exclusive experiences: a romantic diner
on the Belles Rives dock, access to famous vineyards, a lunch with renowned collectors… Everything
infused with the Belles Rives touch, the heart of the French Riviera.
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